The goal of the present study was to explore the emergence of verbal behavior resulting from the joint control of two antecedent stimuli that are presented together for the first time. Conditional discriminations were used for teaching and for probing. Four stimuli P1, P2, 01, and 02 were samples and four stimuli A 1, A2 , 81 , and 82 were the comparisons in all discriminations of the study. We taught 4 conditional discriminations with 1 sample and 2 comparisons in each trial; overall , each sample controlled selections of 2 comparison stimuli (i.e., sample P1 controlled selections of A1 in 1 conditional discrimination and controlled selections of 81 in another conditional discrimination). In a probe with no reinforcement, 1 P and 1 0 stimuli formed a compound sample, and the 4 comparisons appeared in each trial. Only selections of 1 comparison have been reinforced in the presence of the 2 sample stimuli during teaching (i.e., only selections of A 1 have been reinforced in the presence of P1, in 1 conditional discrimination, and in the presence of 01, in the other conditional discrimination). We analyzed whether the 2 sample stimuli would jointly control comparison selections. In Study 1,2 adult participants did not show the emergence of the discrimination with the compound samples. In Study 2, we modified the procedure of Study 1 in such a way that (a) a prompt procedure was used, (b) trials of the 4 single-sample conditional discriminations were gradually intermixed, and (c) the reinforcement was reduced . The 2 adult participants showed the emergence of the conditional discrimination with the compound samples. This study thus demonstrated the emergence of discriminations by joint control. These results have important consequences for the study of language.
working with the methodology of behavior analysis have studied a simple form of these phenomena. They have observed how people respond in a predictable way, without reinforcement, in the presence of novel combinations of stimuli, which are not physically related to one another. An example is provided by the stimulus equivalence paradigm. Typically, human participants in an equivalence research study learn two conditional discriminations with a matching to sample procedure. Thereafter, they respond in a consistent way to novel conditional discriminations. For example, they learn the AB and BC conditional discriminations. Then , they respond without reinforcement to the AA, BB, CC , BA, CB, AC, and CA conditional discriminations. Reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence define these emergent relations (e.g. , Sidman, 1994; Sidman & Tailby, 1982) .
Stimulus equivalence has been proposed as a basic process that intervenes in the acquisition and generalization of verbal behavior. For example, the relations between the printed word car, a real car, the picture of a car, and the spoken word car are equivalence relations (e.g., Hayes, Barnes-Holmes, & Roche, 2001; Sidman, 1971 Sidman, , 1994 Sidman & Cresson , 1973 , Sidman, Cresson, & Willson-Morris, 1974 . Verbal behavior, however, is more complex than simple stimulus equivalence. Sometimes in everyday life, we observe that the relations among the stimuli depend upon the context. For example, when we speak in the context of disciplines, "Cervantes" is related to "Balzac" and "Goya" is related to "Gauguin." When , in other occasions, we speak in the context of the nationalities, "Cervantes" is related to "Goya" (is not related to "Balzac" anymore) and "Balzac" is related to "Gauguin" (see a similar example in Bush, Sidman, & de Rose, 1989) . Research with conditional discriminations has also shown basic processes involved in contextual control (Bush et aI., 1989; Dymond & Barnes, 1995; Lynch & Green, 1991; Perez-Gonzalez, Spradlin, & Saunders, 2000 ; see a theoretical analysis in Sidman, 1986) . Perez-Gonzalez and Serna (2003) and Serna and Perez-Gonzalez (2003) also showed that contextual stimuli control comparison selection , but the equivalence relations between samples and comparisons remain stable.
Researchers have suggested that many verbal relations are more complex than equivalence relations. One case involves responses with the relations "more" and "less." Another case concerns responses with the qualifying autociitics "yes" and "no" (Skinner, 1957) . For example, when someone asks, "Was Cervantes a writer? ," "Was Gauguin a painter?," or "Was Goya a writer?, " the responses are "yes" or "no." In these cases the yes/no response is controlled by the relations between the stimuli in the question, such as the relation between "Cervantes" and "writer." The relation is not controlled by any of these two stimuli in particular. PerezGonzalez (1994) studied basic processes involved in these types of ve rbal relations. After teaching a one-sample conditional discrimination, he taught selections of a stimulus X1 (equivalent to "yes") when a compound sample was formed by two stimuli of the same class, and selections of a stimulus X2 (equivalent to "no") when a compound sample was formed by two stimuli of different class. In a further test with novel stimuli , he observed that participants generalized selections of X1 and X2 depending on the relations previously establishHd between the stimuli. Thus, he demonstrated relations between relations and stimuli.
In spite of the great amount of literature in thE! field of verbal relations (e.g., Hayes et ai. , 2001) , there are many basic processes involved in verbal behavior that have not been studied yet. For example, let us suppose that a child learns to say "Cervantes" or "Balzac" when an adult says "writer." Moreover, that child may also learn to say "Cervantes" when he hears "Spanish" and to say "Balzac" when he hears "French." He also may learn to say "Goya" or "Gauguin" when he hears "painter." Moreover, that child may learn also to say "Goya" (besides saying "Cervantes") when he hears "Spanish" and to say "Gauguin" (besides saying "Balzac") when he hears "French." The point of interest here is to know whether that child would thereafter respond, without additional teaching, to more complex questions, such as "Name a Spanish wriiter" or "Name a French painter." In other words, the child may learn to say "Cervantes," as an example of a writer (as well as other people of the group of writers) , and to say also "Cervantes," as an example of a Spanish person (as well as other people of a group different from the group of writers-the group of people from Spain) ; thereafter the child may be able to say the example that corresponds to the two categories in response to the question, "Name a Spanish writer."
It would be of interest to study further discriminative processes that may be necessary for a human to produce verbal responses such as those explained in the above example. The type of emergence is not directly related to equivalence. Instead, it is a type of "joint control," in the sense that two stimuli that appear together (i.e., "Spanish" and "writer") produce a response that has been produced by the two stimuli separately. Given that interest, the experimental question was whether the correct responding to the ve rbal questions just explained would emerge as a result of learning answers to the more simple questions. To ask that experimental query, we explored a type of emergence analogous to the one explained in the example with conditional discrimination procedurHs. Participants learned fo ur single-sample conditional discriminations; thereafter, they received probes of the emergence of a more complex conditional discrimination, which result from combining the stimuli of the four single-sample conditional discriminations. We conducted two studies to evaluate the effect of two procedures to facilitate this type of emergent relations.
Participants

Study 1
Method
Two Spanish-speaking people participated : YAA, a 26-year-old woman , and BAP, a 51-year-old man. They were acquaintances of the experimenter and they did not receive any reward to participate. They were not informed about the goal or the nature of the experiment before its completion.
Materials, Stimuli, and Discriminations
The sessions were conducted with a Macintosh computer, with software developed by Dube (1991) and adaptations programmed by the experimenter. The stimuli were arbitrary visual forms (see Figure 1) . The stimuli designed as P1, P2, 01, and 02 served as samples. The stimuli designed as A 1, A2, B1, and B2 served as comparisons. We taught conditional discriminations P-A, P-B, 0-1, and 0-2 (see four upper panels of Figure 2 ). In conditional discrimination P-A, selections of comparison A 1 in the presence of sample P1 and selections of comparison A2 in the presence of sample P2 were reinforced (see below). In conditional discrimination P-B, selections of comparison B1 in the presence of sample P1 and selections of comparison B2 in the presence of sample P2 were reinforced. In summary, in the P-A and the P-B conditional discriminations, selections of comparisons A1 and B1 in the presence of sample P1 and selections of comparisons A2 and B2 in the presence of sample P2 were reinforced .
Conditional discriminations 0-1 and 0-2 were atypical in regard to the comparisons present in each trial. In conditional discrimination 0-1, stimuli 01 or 02 were the samples and stimuli A 1 and 81 were the comparisons. Selections of comparison A 1 in the presence of sample 01 and selections of comparison B 1 in the presence of 02 were reinforced. Conditional discriminations leamed by the participants (P-A, P-B, 0-1 , and 0 -2) and probed (compound-sample conditional discrimination). Each box shows a trial type. The stimulus or stimuli that appear in the upper part of each box were the samples; the stimuli that appear at the bottom of each box were the comparisons (ttle actual locations varied, see text). The plus sign indicates the comparisons for which selection was reinforced in leaming phases. The question mark indicates the comparisons for which selection was considered correct in the probes.
In conditional discrimination 0-2, stimuli 01 or 02 were the samples and stimuli A2 and 82 were the comparisons. Selections of comparison A2 in the presence of sample 01 and selections of comparison B2 in the presence of sample 02 were reinforced. In summary, in conditional discriminations 0-1 and 0-2, selections of comparisons A 1 and A2 were reinforced in the presence of sample 01 and selections of comparisons 81 and 82 were reinforced in the presence of sample 02. The probed conditional discrimination appears in the bottom panel of Figure 2 . Two samples appeared in each trial: P1 and 01 , P1 and 02, P2 and 01, or P2 and 02. Stimuli A 1, A2 , 81, and 82 served as compa risons in all trials. During the probes, we considered as correct responses those in which the participant selected the comparison for which selection had been reinfo rced during teaching in the presence of the two stimuli presented in the trial. Thus, when the samples presented in the probe were P1 and 01 , we cons idered as correct the selection of comparison A 1. The reason for that was that selections of A 1 had been reinforced in the presence of sample P1 (during the teaching of conditional discrimination P-A) and also in the presence of 01 (during the teaching of conditional discrimination 0-1). Notice that A 1 was the only comparison for which selection had been reinforced in the presence of the two stimuli of the sample. For the same reasons, we considered as correct the selection of 81 in the presence of P1 and 02, the selection of A2 in the presence of P2 and 01, and the selection of B2 in the presence of P2 and 02.
Procedure
Setting, instructions, stimulus presentation, and delivering of consequences. The sessions were conducted in a quiet room, provided with a table, a chair, and the computer screen, the computer keyboard (which was not used by the participants), and the computer mouse, at the house of the experimenter. The participants received four sessions; each one lasted from 10 to 15 minutes. Once in the room, the participant sat in front of the computer and he or she read the following instructions, in Spanish:
Several figures are going to appear at the center of the screen. Other figures are going to appear at the four corners of the screen. You have to select some of the figures from the corners depending on the figure that appears at the center. If you select the correct figure , a form will appear on the screen and music will play. If you fail, the screen will be black for a while. This will happen in the learning phases. In probe trials, it will not be indicated whether you have selected the correct figure or not, but remember that there wi ll always be some correct figure . Your correct responses here will depend upon what you learned in learning phases; for that reason, you have to pay attention. O. K.?
The experimenter read the instructions to the participant. Thereafter, the experimenter got the computer ready to start and left the room. The computer presented all the sessions automatically; thus the experimenter intervened only at the completion of each session.
The computer presented the stimuli and the consequences , and registered participants' responses, which were done with the mouse. In the learning phases, a stimulus appeared at the center of the screen. Then, the participants made an observation response, which consisted of moving the mouse pointer, placing it on the stimulus, and pressing the mouse key. After the observation response, two comparison stimuli appeared on the screen. Then , participants selected one comparison with the mouse. The computer delivered the consequences, waited the intertrial interval and moved to the next trial. In the probes, the trials were identical, but the sample had two stimuli, four comparisons, and no differential consequences.
Sample stimuli appeared randomly across trials, with the restriction that each stimulus appear three times every six trials. The locations of the comparison stimuli varied randomly across trials, but the comparisons appeared three times on each corner of the screen every six trials. Moreover, the location of the correct comparison varied from one trial to the next.
In the probes, the two samples appeared at the center of the screen. The four comparisons appeared in each corner. Each of the four stimulus pairs that served as a compound sample appeared randomly, with the restriction that each stimulus pair appear every four trials. The positions of the comparison stimuli varied randomly across trials.
In the learning trials, selections of the comparison considered as correct were followed by the presentation of a figure and music. These consequences worked as reinforcers in the context of the present study. When participants selected an incorrect comparison, the screen was blank for 3 s. This consequence worked as a punisher in this context. In probe trials, all responses (either correct or incorrect) were followed by an intertrial interval of 1.5 s and the presentation of the next trial.
Phases. A session consisted of a succession of five phases, listed in Table 1 . Phases 1 to 4 were teaching phases; the fifth phase consisted of the probe. In Phase 1, participants learned conditional discrimination P-A; in Phase 2, conditional discrimination P-B; in Phase 3, conditional Note. Each cell shows the correct responses and the number of trials in each phase. The row with the time shows the minutes and seconds that participants took to complete each session .
discrimination 0-1; in Phase 4, conditional discrimination 0 -2. In the probe phase, they received trials with the conditional discrimination and the compound sample. The computer presented trials of a phase until the participant made six correct consecutive responses. After this criterion was met, the computer program moved to the next phase. The probe phase consisted of 24 trials, regardless of participants' performances. The necessary criterion was that the participant show the emergence of the novel relation by making at least 20 correct responses.
Results
Participants' performances appear in Table 1 ; the results in the probes appear in Figure 3 . Each participant received four sessions, of about 10 to 15 min . The performances of the 2 participants were very similar. The participants responded with the most correct responses in the teaching phases during the four sessions. Participant YAA made 83%, 92%, 96%, and 100% correct responses (with only 5, 2, 1, and 0 errors); participant SAP made 72%, 78%, 72%, and 81 % correct responses (with 11 , 8, 13, and 6 errors) . In the probes, YAA responded correctly in 3 to 6 trials out of 24 in each session; this performance is slightly below chance level. SAP responded correctly in 12,7,4, and 7 trials; this performance is slightly above that expected by chance during the first session, but around chance level in the remaining three sessions.
Discussion
The 2 participants responded incorrectly to the compound-sample conditional discrimination of the probe, after they had learned the four single-sample conditional discriminations. These rBsults could be explained by the fact that the conditions of the learning phases and those of the probe differed considerably. Actually, during learning phases all participants' responses were followed by differential consequences, whereas during the probe the responses did not have those consequences. Moreover, during learning, the sample stimuli corresponding to the four singlesample conditional discriminations never appeared intermixed in a block of trials ; whereas, during probe trials, all the combinations of compound samples and the comparisons were presented randomly. Another factor that may be involved in the lack of emergence of the probed conditional discrimination was the possibly high proportion of errors made by the two participants in the learning phases. Even though the absolute figures of errors were very low, the overall number of trials was also low; hence, the proportion of errors could have been too high to facilitate the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination.
The factors described above led to the design of Study 2. We modified the procedure with the goal of having the participants respond in learning phases under conditions similar to the conditions of the probe phase. First, to facilitate that participants responded with few errors, we used a prompting procedure during the initial phases. Secondly, to facilitate maintenance of learning the single-sample conditional discriminations, trials from the four single-sample conditiona.l discriminations were progressively intermixed. In the final phases of learning, we presented trials randomly from the four single-sample conditional discriminations. Finally, to provide the participants with experience with unreinforced trials prior to the probe, we did not have differential consequences in the last learning phase. The goal of Study 2 was to explore whether participants would show, under the novel procedure, the emergence of the compoundsample conditional discrimination.
Participants
Study 2
Method
Two people participated: CGC, a 23-year-old man, and EMR, a 22-year-old woman. They were acquaintances of the experimenter and did not receive any reward to participate. They were not informed about the goal or the nature of the experiment before its completion.
Materials, Stimuli, and Discriminations
The stimuli and discriminations were the same as in Study 1.
Procedure
Except for the variations that are specified below, the procedure was identical to that of Study 1. The instructions given, in Spanish , -to the participants were the following:
Several figures are going to appear at the center of the screen. Other figures are going to appear at the four corners of the screen. You have to select some of the figures from the corners depending on the figure that appears at the center. Initially, the figure that you have to select will be indicated. "If this is here" will be written on the figure at the center, and "pick this" will appear on the figure in the corner that you have to select. Later on, this prompt will not be presented. If you select the correct figure, a form will appear on the screen and music will play. If you fail, the screen will be black for a while. This will happen in the learning phases. In probe trials, it will not be indicated whether you have selected the correct figure or not, but remember that there will always be some correct figure. Your correct responses here will depend upon what you learned in the learning phases; for that reason, you have to pay attention. O. K.?
The phases also varied. An overview of these appears in Table 2 .
Prompting procedure. During the first trials of learning the initial phases (see below) we used a prompting procedure. In these trials, the sample stimulus appeared with the sentence "if this is here" below it, and the correct comparison appeared with the sentence "pick this" below it.
Learning of conditional discrimination P-A. Participants learned the P-A conditional discrimination in Phases 1 and 2. Each phase was identical to the phase teaching the P-A conditional discrimination in Study 1, except that the criterion to move on to the next phase was eight consecutive correct responses. The prompting procedure was used in Phase 1.
Learning of conditional discrimination P-B. Participants learned the P-B conditional discrimination in Phases 3 and 4. These two phases were identical to those used to teach the P-A conditional discrimination , except that the P-B conditional discrimination was taught (instead of the P-A conditional discrimination); thus, the criterion to move on to the next phase was eight consecutive correct responses. The prompting procedure was used in Phase 3.
Review of conditional discriminations P-A and P-B.
In Phase 5, trials from the P-A and P-B conditional discriminations were ihtermixed. They appeared randomly except for the restriction that we presented three trials of P-A and three trials of P-B every six trials. The prompt procedure was not used. The criterion to advance to the next phase was to make eight consecutive correct responses.
Learning and reviewing of conditional discrimination Q-1 and conditional discrimination Q-2. The procedure to teach and review conditional discriminations 0-1 and 0-2 was identical to the procedure to teach and review conditional discriminations P-A and P-B except for the fact that conditional discrimination 0-1 (instead of conditional discrimination P-A) and conditional discrimination 0-2 (instead of conditional discrimination P-B) were taught. They were taught from Phases 6 to 10 (see Table 2 for details). 
Review of conditional discriminations P-A, P-8, Q-1 , and Q-2.
In Phase 11, trials from conditional discriminations P-A, P-B, 0-1, and 0-2 were intermixed. They appeared randomly, with the restriction that two trials of each conditional discrimination appeared every eight trials (thus, the samples and the comparisons were P1-A 1 B1, P2-A 1 B1, P1-B1B2, P2-B1B2, 01-A1B1, 02-A1B1, 01-A2B~~, and 02-A2B2). The prompting procedure was not used. All responses received differential consequences. The criterion for advancing to the next phase was to make 16 consecutive correct responses.
Reduction of differential consequences. With the purpose of preparing the participants for the probe, which was conducted with no reinforcement, the four conditional discriminations were presented again in Phase 12. This phase was identical to Phase 11, except that there were no differential consequences. Each trial was followed by the intertrial interval and the presentation of the next trial.
Probe of the conditional discrimination with the compound sample. The probe was identical to the probe of Study -I. Participants received 24 trials of the compound-sample conditional discrimination. The four pairs of compound samples were presented randomly , with the restriction that each pair appeared once every four trials. There were no prompts or differential consequences . With the purpose of better observing the emergence of the novel conditional discrimination , the probe was divided in two halves of 12 trials. The criterion to consider that the participant showed the emergence of the novel relation was to make 11 correct responses in one half of the probe.
Results
Participants' performance appears in Table 2 and the results in the probes appear in Figure 4 . Participant CGC received one session, which was about 18 min long. He responded correctly to all 112 trials of the learning phases. In the probing phase, he responded correctly to 9 trials of the first 12 trials and to 11 trials of the last 12 trials Therefore, he reached the criterion established for demonstrating the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination. Participant EMR received two sessions, which were about 13 and 16 min long. In the first session , he responded correctly in 95% trials of the learning phases (she made only 7 errors in 144 trials) . In the probe, she responded correctly to 8 trials of the first 12 trials and to 9 trials of the last 12 trials. Therefore, she did not reach the criterion established for the emergence. In the second session, EMR responded correctly to all 112 learning trials. In the probe, . she responded correctly to 11 trials of the first 12 trials and to all the last 12 trials. Therefore, she also reached the criterion established for showing the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination. 
Discussion
The 2 participants of Study 2 responded correctly to the probe with the compound-sample conditional discrimination, after having learned the four single-sample conditional discriminations. These results demonstrated that the compound-sample conditional discrimination might emerge after the learning of the more basic discriminations. The elaborated procedure used to teach the four simple conditional discriminations in the present study could have been necessary for the emergence of the compoundsample conditional discriminations. Because the procedure of the present study consisted of variations of the procedure used in Study 1, we discuss the procedures of both studies further in the next section.
General Discussion
The 2 participants of Study 2 showed the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination after learning the four single-sample conditional discriminations. These results demonstrated this type of behavioral emergence. During learning, participants learned two single-sample conditional discriminations with the common samples but different comparisons. In them, they learned to select two stimuli presented as comparisons in the presence of each sample stimulus. Thus, each sample controlled the selection of two stimuli. Thereafter, in the probes, two stimuli appeared as a compound sample and four stimuli appeared as comparisons. Each sample had controlled the selection of two comparisons in the learning stage, but only one comparison stimuli had been correct in the presence of the two stimuli presented in each trial (i.e., when P1 and 01 were the samples, only stimulus A1 had been the correct comparison in the presence of P1, in a single-sample conditional discrimination, and in the presence of 01, in other single-sample conditional discrimination). This performance is related to some kind of jOint control, in the sense that the two stimuli in the sample controlled a comparison given the fact that they were presented together.
The 2 participants who received the procedure of Study 1 did not show the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination. But the 2 participants who received the procedure of Study 2 showed such type of emergence. The second finding of the present research is that the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination may be sensitive to the procedure in the terms of the variations established between the two procedures. The main variations in the procedure of Study 2 from that of Study 1 were that (a) the initial trials of a conditional discrimination were prompted; (b) the four single-sample conditional discriminations were intermixed before the probe; and (c) they were presented with no feedback before the probe. These manipulations resulted in more learning trials. Moreover, these manipulations produced an effect in learning, which was that the participants learned with virtually no errors. It is impossible to know which factors were responsible for the variations in the results. In addition, the small number of participants (2 per study) is too small to make definitive conclusions about the variables implicated in the emergence of this type of compound-sample conditional discrimination. Thus, further research is needed to study these variables. The factors (a) and (c) are related to errorless performance in learning and in the probes, respectively; the factor (b) cou ld be responsible for the fact that all the learned relations are well maintained at the moment of the probe. Errorless learning and good maintenance of the learned relations could be important to facilitate the emergence of the compound-sample conditional discrimination, especially in the present preparation (see below more about the complexity of the task used in the present research).
Control by compound samples had been demonstrated before. For example, Markham and Dougher (1993) and Perez-Gonzalez (1994) showed comparison selection depending on compound samples with stimuli that did not control comparison selection in isolation. Stewart and colleagues showed control by compound samples according to relations among the samples (e.g., Stewart, Barnes-Holmes, Roche, & Smeets, 2001 ,2002 . Studies on contextual control showed a similar phenomenon (e.g. , Bush et aI., 1989; Dymond & Barnes, 1995; Lynch & Green, 1991; Perez-Gonzalez et aI., 2000; . We do not know, however, that the type of emergence showed by participants in Study 2 have been shown so far in the literature on stimulus equivalence and stimulus relations.
Moreover, these results are difficult to explain with an analysis in terms of classes of equivalence relations: After teaching conditional discriminations P-A, P-B, 0-1, and 0-2, all the stimuli are related to one another (see Figure 5) . Therefore, if the relations were equivalence relations, all the stimuli would be equivalent to one another. For example, A 1 would be equivalent to B1 (through node P1), to 02 (through nodes P1 and B1), and to B2 (through nodes P1, B1, and 02). Thus, all stimuli would merge in a single class. It is unlikely, however, that the learning of these single-sample conditional discriminations results in the establishment of one single stimulus class. For example, if after learning P-A and P-B stimuli P1, A1, and B1 were a stimulus class, then participants would not learn conditional discrimination 0-1 (or, alternatively, they probably should produce errors during learning), because the comparisons were A 1 and B1-two stimuli of the putative class. What is more important, however, is that participants would not select appropriately among the comparisons in the compound-sample conditional discrimination, if the two samples and the four comparisons would be equivalent stimuli, because all comparisons would be equally related to the samples. Therefore, if equivalence is involved in this type of emergence, additional processes must be involved, in order that the compound-sample conditional discrimination may emerge. Sidman (1994, pp. 528-530 & Epilogue) coined the term intersecting classes to refer to the possibility that two stimuli belong simultaneously to two classes (see also Alonso-Alvarez & Perez-Gonzalez, 2003; Mackay, Wilkinson, Rosenquist, & Farrell, 2003; and Perez-Gonzalez, Herszlikowicz, & Williams, 2004) . Some kind of intersecting classes may have happened in the present research. According to this possibility, any A or B stimuli may belong simultaneously to two classes. For example, stimulus A 1 may belong to the same class as P1 and B1 (given that participants learned the P1-A 1 and the P1-B1 relations). Simultaneously, stimulus A 1 may belong to the same class as Q1 and A2 (given that participants learned the Q1-A 1 and the Q1-A2 relations) (see Figure 3 ). These two classes belong to two different partitions: the partition established by conditional discriminations P-A and the P-B formed the A1-P1-B1 and A2-P2-B2 classes; the partition established by conditional discriminations Q-1 and Q-2 formed the A 1-Q1-A2 and B 1-Q2-B2 classes. It is important to notice that the two partitions are independent from one another; thus, a test involving P and Q stimuli would not result in transitive relations among the P and Q relations, because the P and Q stimuli are not related to one another by means of a nodal stimulus in the same partition. It is also noteworthy that in the examples of everyday life that inspired the present research it happens similarly: The words "Cervantes," "Balzac," and "writer" may belong to the same class (given a context); also, "Cervantes," "Goya," and "Spanish" may belong to the same class (given a different context). The words "writel r" and "Spanish" do not belong however to the same class. The results of the present research are coherent with this hypothesis, because in the compound-sample conditional discriminations participants selected the comparison stimulus that belongs simultaneously to the two classes. In any case, research is needed to analyze this phenomenon further. The term jOint control was widely used by Lowenkron (1997; 1998 ) to refer to the fact that some responses are under control of two stimuli at the same time; for example, the sample and the correct comparison of a conditional discrimination control responding. In the present research, joint control has been used with a slightly diffemnt meaning. Here, we used joint control as a descriptive term that refms to the fact that two stimuli, presented together, control a unique comparison selection, which is different from the responses controlled by each stimulus in isolation.
The results of the present research may be relevant to explain some discriminative processes involved in the phenomenon of "linguistic productivity." This phenomenon is related to the fact that people can follow novel instructions or understand novel sentences, with no reinforcement. The research on stimulus equivalence pioneered this field, by using behavior analysis methodology. In these studies, it is typically described how humans respond consistently in the presence of seven untaught conditional discriminations after learning two conditional discriminations with common stimuli. This fact can explain why a child, after learning to read the written word "apple ," and learning to name an apple, can, without additional teaching or reinforcement, select the apple among a group of fruits or select the apple in the presence of the written word "apple." The present study has shown, under certain conditions, the emergence of complex conditional control after learning a simpler stimulus control. The present studies can serve to show, in part, why people, after learning that Cervantes and Balzac were writers, and that Cervantes and Goya were Spanish, can answer requests such as, "Name a Spanish writer. "
